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ABSTRACT

Control and safety systems as well as operation procedures are designed on ths basis of critical process

parameters limits. The expectation is that short and long term mechanical damage and process failures will

be avoided by operating the plant within the specified constraints envelopes.

in this paper, one of the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) design duty cycles events is discussed to

corroborate that the rime has come to explicitly make component protection part of the control system.

Component stress assessment and aging data should be an integral part of the control system. Then

transient trajectory planning and operating limits could be aimed at minimizing component specific and

overall plant component damage cost functions. The impact of transients on critical components could then

be managed according to plant lifetime design goals.

The need for developing methodologies for online transient trajectory planning and assessment of

operating limits in order to facilitate the explicit incorporation of damage assessment capabilities to the

plant control and protection systems is discussed.

* Research sponsored by the Advanced Controls Program of the Office of Reactor
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84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. ^ _ .̂ ^
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COMPONENT PROTECTION BASED AUTOMATIC CONTROL

INTRODUCTION

ORNL is involved in national and international design efforts of advanced reactor concepts aimed at

expanding the nuclear option and reinforcing its acceptability as a significant energy source. Simplicity of

operation and enhanced safety over extended plant lifespans are major goals of advanced reactors. These

goals permeate to the design of plant systems and components, control systems, man-machine interfaces,

component manufacturing and maintenance.

High temperature-gradients between the heat source and heat sink of thermal power plants pose stringent

requirements on the design of their structural components. Plants using water or gas in any of their heat

transport systems must also accommodate high pressure-differentials. Nuclear plant components in

addition are subject to radiation fields that impact on their chemical and mechanical properties. Creep,

fatigue and ductility changes can severely reduce the lifetimes of major critical power plant components

such as vessels, heat exchangers, and pipes.

During a power plant design process components are sized to withstand steady and dynamic mechanical

and radiation loads generated during sets of postulated operational transients (design duty cycle events)1.

Control systems, safety systems and operating procedures are then designed on the basis of critical

process parameter limits with the expectation that short- and long-term mechanical damage and process

failures will be avoided by operating the plant within the preestablished constraint envelopes.

Traditionally, nuclear power plants are operated by a team of human operators following procedures that

cover most aspects of plant operation. Operational procedures are thus focused not only on the avoidance

of exceeding parameter limit constraints but on the functional capabilities and cognitive skills of the human

operators. As a result, tasks have to be staged so that they are easy to accomplish and that the alarms and

process parameters to be monitored to identify the plant status are of some significance to the operator.

This often precludes smooth optimal operations.

Plants with automated digital control systems should not mimic a manual control inspired traditional

philosophy. New operational goals and strategies are possible in nuclear plants by integrating automated

digital control systems and plant operations. Integrated hierarchical control/operation architectures can



play an important role in extending mechanical components lifetime. At subsystem level the use of model-

based controllers2 in most loops can minimize process variables overshoots saving a significant fraction of

the component total usage. At plant and system level intelligent control coordination systems3 can avoid

operation close to limit boundaries and detect abnormal operating conditions earlier than conventional

systems, providing more time for orderly maneuvering before the situation becomes extreme. Faster than

real time simulation capabilities can allow the operator and the automatic control system to evaluate

alternate strategies aimed at minimization of a variety of time and situation dependent goals.

In this paper, the desirability of developing methodologies to facilitate the incorporation of damage

assessment capabilities to the control system of nuclear plants is addressed. To illustrate the need to make

component protection part of the overall plant control system, possible responses to the loss of one of the

two feedwater-pumps in an ALMR power block are analyzed.

It should be noted that the control (R&D) activities and control philosophies here described are of a

generic nature and that the ALMR concept is used for illustration purposes only. Consequently, they are

not part of the official ALMR design at this time.

INTELLIGENT INTEGRATED OPERATIONS/SUPERVISORY CONTROL RESEARCH AT ORNL

A prototype of an integrated ALMR control system has been developed at ORNL for R&D in the area of

Intelligent Integrated Operations and Supervisory Control for advanced autonomous systems4. This

prototype (Figure 1) consists of a hierarchy of five expert-system-based supervisory controllers that

interact asynchronously with 1.- a realtime simulation5 of the three nuclear-steam-supply-systems (NSSS)

and one balance-of-plant system (BOPS) constituting an ALMR power block; 2.- a set of thirteen

automatic subsystem controllers; and 3.- an advanced human-machine interface (HMI) with interactive

input/output capabilities using dynamic colors and icons.

This integrated facility runs in a realistic distributed computing architecture of Sun workstations and

constitutes a powerful interactive design and analysis tool for fast and economic testing and validation of

control algorithms, controller coordination strategies, manual vs. automatic and mixed mode operation

strategies, man-machine interfaces, action trigger setpoints and operational strategies during normal and

off-normal plant conditions.

In this interactive simulation environment, the operator can select at any time the degree of his/her direct

involvement in any of the plant control loops. Consequently, the operator can cause any combination of

transients involving control actuators such as control rods, valves, and pumps by setting the appropriate

controllers in manual mode. The expert-system-based supervisory controllers diagnose events as they

occur and maintain the plant within its operating envelope by warning the operator when limits are



approached and taking corrective actions as needed. The set of corrective actions implemented include

directives to the automatic controllers, message prompts to the operator, and overriding control modes as

follows: manual with automatic, and automatic with direct actuator operation based on heuristic rules.

The set of diagnosis and control response rules presently functional include: reactivity and steam-generator

subsystems controller failures (control follow-up), degradation of primary heat sink, high core exit Na

temperature, control rod asymmetry, high neutron power, high neutron power to primary flow ratio,

high/low steam-drum water level, feedwater flow vs. neutron power mismatch, loss of one feedwater-

pump, reactor scram, and reactor runback.

The intelligent integrated operations and supervisory control research activities described here are presently

in standby status at ORNL.

COMPONENT PROTECTION AS A CONTROL OBJECTIVE

Tools for creep-fatigue analysis of high temperature nuclear components are being developed for reactor

component design^. Transient monitoring systems are being implemented by the nuclear community to

monitor, classify and record7-8-9.i0 transient strain data of critical components for offline utilization.

Passive continuous monitoring systems for radiation and temperature fields affecting plant equipment have

also been implemented in nuclear plants for offline assessment of qualified component life11.

Considering the extended design target life expectancy of advanced reactor concepts (sixty years for the

ALMR), it seems desirable to embed into the control system database as much of the design intelligence as

possible. To this end strain assessment and aging data should be an integral part of the control system.

Live data from instrumentation such as strain and acoustic gauges should be used to provide appropriate

feedback to the plant during normal and offnormal operation. In addition, operational strategies for

controller coordination and limit envelopes for fast traumatic transients such as turbine trips, reactor

scrams, reactor runbacks, and pump trips should be reassessed periodically.

Consider the possible control responses to a category B design duty cycle event for a typical ALMR power

block: the loss of one of its BOPS two feedwater-pumps. In the ALMR concept there is an independent

BOPS for each of its three power blocks. Each BOPS in turn is shared by three NSSSs. Because one

feedwater-pump can only supply up to 60% of the nominal flow, following a feedwater-pump trip the

power block power must be rapidly reduced to the 60% level. Large thermal inertia in LMRs causes a

significant delay between a reduction of power production in the core and the associated reduction of steam

output in the steam-generator. This delay combined with thermomechanical constraints on the rate at

which power can be reduced in the reactor-core may cause the water level in the steam-drum to drop to

unacceptably low levels. Careful consideration must be given to the response to this event since to reduce



the transient's thermomechanical impact on the steam-drum requires higher rates of power reduction thus

increasing stress of the core and heat exchangers, and vice versa.

Assume that the power block is generating 80% of its nominal power in an 100%-80%-60% load

distributing among the three NSSSs sharing the same feedwater- and steam-headers. Let us then examine

the consequences of three different response strategies to reduce power block to a 60% power ievel with

only one feedwater-pump. Strategies 1 and 2 implement the maximum allowable power descent limit rates

of 30%/min for a maximum 10% step followed by a 2%/min step of 10% in each of the three reactors. The

difference between these two strategies is that in case 2 the steam-drum low-level protection system limit

has been relaxed from 78% to 64% of nominal drum mass inventory in order to prevent the runback of

NSSS unit 1. In strategy 3, (a) NSSS units 1 and 2 are powered down to 60% in two steps, a 10% step

at 30%/min followed by 30% and 10% power steps respectively at the minimum rates computed to avoid

the drop of water level in the steam-drum of NSSS unit 1 below the protection system limit-level of 78%

mass inventory; and (b) NSSS unit 3 remains at 60% power during the event.

The temporal behavior of NSSS unit 1 main parameters during this loss-of-one-feedwatei-pur"*;> event is

shown as follows: power is in Figure 2, steam-drum inventory is in Figure 3, and temperatut" -iiiiierential

between the core exit and the secondary side inlet to the intermediate heat exchanger is in Figure 4. Note

that because NSSS unit 1 experiences the worst transient, Figures 2, 3 and 4 depict only the behavior of

NSSS unit 1.

Note that in both cases, when the steam-drum water level of NSSS unit 1 reaches the 85% mass inventory

operational low-limit, the power block supervisory controller directs NSSS units 2 and 3 to drop their

water levels to their low-limit to aid unit 1. This extra water inventory is taken into account in the limit rate

computation of case 3, but note that it will have no impact when the power load is evenly distributed

among the NSSSs.

Strategies 1 and 2 drop power in the power block at the maximum allowable rates. In these cases the three

reactors participate in the transient thus the event distributes component strain over the whole power block.

Strategy 1 though, results in a reactor runback because the steam-drum protection system low limit level is

reached. Strategy 2 avoids the reactor runback but trades primary and intermediate heat transport loop

strain for steam-drum strain.

Strategy 3 limits transient impact to only those NSSS units operating above 60% while avoiding the

traumatic effect of a reactor runback. Strategy 3 minimizes strain to NSSS unit 3 and to the steam-drums

of all units at the expense of the primary and secondary heat transport loops of NSSS units 1 and 2.

The damage impact of each of the strategies can be inferred by studying in Figure 3 the time dependence of

magnitude and slope of the heat exchanger temperature gradient curves for each case.



The traditional control goal for this event is to reduce the power block generation to the 60% level before

the steam-drum water level falls below limits in any of the reactors. The fundamental goal though should

not focus on the steam-drum level limit but on the minimization of damage to the plant on a per component

and strain history basis. The control system should be able to decide which of these three (or other)

Strategies to follow automatically. It must then keep or have access to a database of accumulated stress

data for the affected components and use a cost function to evaluate the short- and long-term impact of

transients.

The cost function should also weigh the desirability of the end operating state of the plant. The weights of

these cost functions should be component- and time-dependent because each component will have its own

different thermomechanical history and age (some might have been replaced) and because of the changing

goals of damage control. For instance, in the case of the ALMR feedwater-pump trip duty cycle, the need

is for deciding whether at the time of the event the trauma to the core and heat exchangers is less with a

runback or with a higher than recommended rate of power descent, or if the steam-drum could afford a

level drop below normal to avoid the runbeck and high descent rates. In addition the fact that in the second

case the terminal operating state in which the three NSSS units remain operative should carry some weight

because full power can be resumed as soon as the feedwater-pump is restarted.

The control system should evaluate periodically the distribution of component stress usage across the plant

and reassess maintenance and control strategies. Preventive maintenance and scheduling of repair

shutdowns, for instance, could then be optimized according to component's usage factors obtained from

actual thermomechanical history. Also, as equipment ages it might become advantageous to replace

ON/OFF components -- such as the intermediate pumps in the ALMR - with full range components to

allow for fine control of stress distributions -- temperature transients in the ALMR heat exchangers - and

to minimize stress damage.

CONCLUSIONS

Experience with the analyses of ALMR design duty cycles and with the development of integrated

supervisory control methodologies reveals that the time has come for the incorporation of component

stress assessment logic into the plant control philosophy. Advanced model-based controllers should

monitor critical parameters and dynamically switch control targets to focus on pertinent process parameters

as directed by their supervisory controllers. Supervisory controllers should determine the optimal course

of action during a transient focusing consistently on minimizing component damage by avoiding operation

outside plant investment protection-envelopes, and ~ whenever this is found to be unavoidable — by

generating strategies that minimize the long term plant investment impact of the event.

Operational limit-envelope specifications should identify the determining root parameters affecting the



specific plant components, the impact of exceeding the envelope limits, and the means to reassess the

limiting boundaries online using measurable parameters during both normal and upset operations.

Cost function methodologies for online assessment of the short- and long-term impact of transients are

needed. These cost functions should have component and time dependent weights and should account for

the desirability of the operating state of the plant after a transient.

Methodology should be developed for the utilization of live data from instrumentation such as strain

gauges and acoustic sensors to classify and record damage maps and to guide the control system during

transients. This methodology should in turn be used to bring (ASME) vessel codes up-to-date with new

measurement and control technologies.
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Figure 1. Schematic of ORNL's Prototype Integrated Supervisory Control System for the ALMR.
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three different responses to a loss-of-one-feedwater-pump event.
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heat exchanger for three different responses to a loss-of-one-
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